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Just Java(TM) 2 (6th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2004
  			The #1 introduction to J2SE 1.5 and enterprise/server-side development!  		

An international bestseller for eight years,   				Just Java(TM) 2  			 is the complete, accessible Java tutorial for...
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The Complete Rust Programming Reference Guide: Design, develop, and deploy effective software systems using the advanced constructs of RustPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Design and implement professional-level programs by leveraging modern data structures and algorithms in Rust

	
		Key Features

		
			Improve your productivity by writing more simple and easy code in Rust
	
			Discover the functional and reactive implementations of traditional data...
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An Introduction to Design Patterns in C++ with Qt 4 (Bruce Perens' Open Source Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
Learn C++, Patterns, and Qt 4 Cross-Platform Development

Master C++ and design patterns together, using the world's leading open source framework for cross-platform development: Qt 4. 

An Introduction to Design Patterns in C++ with Qt 4 is a complete tutorial and reference that assumes...
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Pro Java Programming, Second EditionApress, 2005
Pro Java Programming, J2SE 5.0 Edition is ideal for the experienced C++, Perl or other language programmer who is new to Java or to the Java programmer who is beyond the Beginning level Java book. Pro Java Programming covers the latest J2SE 5.0 platform and the core JDK. It shows how to take advantage of the...
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Swift 4 Protocol-Oriented Programming: Bring predictability, performance, and productivity to your Swift applications, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Build fast and powerful applications by harnessing the power of protocol-oriented programming in Swift 4

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage the power of protocol-oriented programming in your applications and learn from real-world use cases
	
			Create a flexible code base with protocols and...
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Programming C# 5.0: Building Windows 8, Web, and Desktop Applications for the .NET 4.5 FrameworkO'Reilly, 2012

	
		After a dozen years of incremental changes, C# has become one of the most versatile programming languages available. With this comprehensive guide, you’ll learn just how powerful the combination of C# 5.0 and .NET 4.5 can be. Author Ian Griffiths guides you through C# 5.0 fundamentals and teaches you techniques for building web...
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Java SE8 for the Really Impatient: A Short Course on the Basics (Java Series)Addison Wesley, 2014

	Eagerly anticipated by millions of programmers, Java SE 8 is the most important Java update in many years. The addition of lambda expressions (closures) and streams represents the biggest change to Java programming since the introduction of generics and annotations.
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Analytical Similarity Assessment in Biosimilar Product DevelopmentCRC Press, 2018

	
		Biologic drug products are therapeutic moieties that are manufactured using a
	
		living system or organism. These are important life-saving drug products for
	
		patients with unmet medical needs. They also comprise a growing segment
	
		in the pharmaceutical industry. In 2007, worldwide sales of biological products
	
		reached...
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LINQ Unleashed: for C#Sams Publishing, 2008
By the time you are holding this book in your hands, I will have 30 years in since the first time I wrote some code. That code was ROM-BASIC on a TRS-80 in Washington grammar school in Owosso, Michigan, and I was in the fifth grade. Making the "tank" slide back and forth shooting blips across the screen was neat. Changing the code to...
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Visual Basic 2005 in a Nutshell (In a Nutshell)O'Reilly, 2006
When Microsoft made Visual Basic into an object-oriented  programming language, millions of VB developers resisted the change to the .NET  platform. Now, after integrating feedback from their customers and creating  Visual Basic 2005, Microsoft finally has the right carrot. Visual Basic 2005  offers the power of the .NET...
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Hack and HHVM: Programming Productivity Without Breaking ThingsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		How can you take advantage of the HipHop Virtual Machine (HHVM) and the Hack programming language, two new technologies that Facebook developed to run their web servers? With this practical guide, Owen Yamauchi—a member of Facebook’s core Hack and HHVM teams—shows you how to get started with these battle-tested...
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Java for Absolute Beginners: Learn to Program the Fundamentals the Java 9+ WayApress, 2018

	
		Write your first code in Java using simple, step-by-step examples that model real-word objects and events, making learning easy. With this book you’ll be able to pick up the concepts without fuss. Java for Absolute Beginners teaches Java development in language anyone can understand, giving you the best possible start....
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